
The RETURN of Robert A: As
told  only  as  Robert  A  can
tell it!!
Folks, Robert A is pretty much all mended up now!!!

Back to walking, back to talking and back to telling it like
it is!!!

Seeking the truth; telling the truth; and “Sniffin’ out” the
Rats!!!

Folks, This ain’t over ‘til it’s over!!!

 

All you folks that have been calling around wondering where
Robert A has been these past several weeks or so can now rest
assured. Robert A was just recuperating from whatever this
latest “bug” that appears to have been going around Cleveland
County for the past several weeks or so. Robert A was staying
at home, spending plenty of time, day and night, in bed.
Sometimes not even taking his shoes off. And sleeping about 20
hours per day. Not paying attention to (or caring) whether the
phone was ringing or whether it was rain or shine outside.
Cold or hot. And losing about 10 pounds in the process.

A special thanks to all you concerned folks that did manage to
get through on the telephone with your calls. And to you folks
that left phone or email messages. I am still catching up on
these messages. Thanks for your patience and your concern!!!

 

Perhaps the strangest news Robert A has received in the past
week or so was that some of his Williams For Commissioner
campaign signs that had been previously picked up after the
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2024 Primary election were now reappearing at locations that
were KNOWN and verified to have already been picked by Robert
A’s “team.” And, had Robert A done that on purpose???

The FACT IS Robert A made every effort to fully remove his
signs as required by NC Law. However, during this sign cleanup
process, Robert A did publish a statement requesting that
anybody that came across a Williams For Commissioner campaign
sign, where it should not be, to pick it up and properly
dispose of it. Or, KEEP it as a souvenir on your own property.
Perhaps that has been the case with these resurrected signs.

Another possibility is some of the large number of Williams
For Commissioner campaign signs that were STOLEN during the
2024 Primary Elections (especially around the CC Fairgrounds
and other locations near county owned properties, where county
employees are believed to have been “ordered” to illegally
remove  Robert  A’s  signs;  were  somehow  saved  by  county
employees  for  such  a  “nefarious”  purpose  such  as  this.

 

No Matter!! If anybody desires a Williams For Commissioner
campaign sign to legally display or use on your own property,
contact Robert A. Robert A also enjoys a little humor and jest
every now and then.

 

Folk’s also remember: Despite what the CCGOP Rogue Republicans
say, THE 2024 ELECTIONS ARE NOT OVER YET! The majorities on
both the CCS School Board and the CC Board of Commissioners
are still in play in the November, 2024 General Elections. As
someone very smart once said; “IT AIN’T OVER ‘TIL ITS OVER!!!”


